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A pioneering work on early childhood advancement that is as relevant today as when it had been
first published 60 years ago.To a small child, the world can be an exciting but sometimes
frightening and unstable place.that may provide the best answer at critical moments.above all,
the quality of understanding— With great warmth and perception, she discusses the issues at
each stage of advancement and reveals the characteristics— In The Magic Years, Selma Fraiberg
requires the reader into the mind of the child, showing how he confronts the world and learns to
handle it.
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It's an insightful and fun browse. But Bought this in the suggestion of a pediatric nurse
practitioner. Describes the stages of learning and development for children from ages 0 to six
years in clear, user-friendly, nonclinical conditions. But, it was originally published in 1959, even
though the copyright has been up to date, some information hasn't (reference emerging
sexuality). A timeless publication for understanding young children I really like this book and I
give it as a gift to many new parents. A classic for good reason What's never to like? It's an
established classic in neuro-scientific child development. It can help to know what's going on in
their little brains in deciding how to respond, support them, etc. The book was included with the
cover corner damaged. Book recommended by my psychiatrist Being truly a new mum with post
natal despair I had excessive anxiousness of not being good enough for my kid. I contemplate it
a basic. This publication opens up a fresh perspective that I don't have to be the perfect mother
or father. I used it when I was parenting a small child and found it very helpful for understanding
how the kids in the years 0-7 see the world. I've no idea how it is regarded by kid psychologists
today. I purchased it again as something special for some friends who are parents of an nearly
three year aged. I know they'll get some good help from it aswell. Five Stars pleased. It's a useful
book to meet up the challenges of practical parenting. A great assest in understanding infant
and toddler behavior I had this book as one of my university textbooks for child psychology, and
used it when my children were toddlers.. Very good at engaging in a toddler's mind. The magic of
a baby's world. I was so frustrated because it’s a Xmas present and I won’t have period to return
it and get a new one.. I recently ordered this as something special for my son and his wife. A very
accessible book to an abundance of knowledge on children psychology. In its day time, this was
a well-respected book about early child development. I read it again when my girl was youthful
and it became essential in helping get through some difficult situations. Demystifies Child
Development Wow, i'm going to read this reserve every six months as my little one grows.
Fraiberg captured and described the "magic" of these years for me. A bit out there I like the
concepts but this was a bit imaginative and wordy actually for a min with substitute views I am
certain the book is great but it’s annoying to receive one that’s damaged especially . When I
initial read the book as a fresh mother, Dr. It had been written in the 50's but is just as relevant
today. It's an insightful and fun go through. Explains the globe through the eye of the child and
why, for example, one day they smile at everyone and another they cry at unfamiliar faces..Also
gives practical tips about how to handle some of the vintage developmental bumps for children,
e.g., "Perform we allow them cry or go in and pick them up?" Recommend this book. Overall, a
reserve we keep accessible to read through to what's moving in those infants heads and how
exactly to better manage that particular stage of growing. While it isn't a text reserve, it was very
effective in helping to check out the mind of a kid. If you are having children, you ought to have a
copy. and read it, understand it, hang onto it for reference. Ideal for new parents I in the
beginning read this book a long time back in a college Child Development class. They are
completely new parents plus they are fascinated with the baby's development from week to
week. Five Stars Classic book that my mom read when We was a youngster, and the psychology
even now fits today A Must Have! Selma is a genius. Her perspective on three important stages
of a child’s life is usually unlike anything I’ve ever read. Among my favorite books! Perhaps, we
have now know a lot more or different explanations of what's occurring, but it is still worth
reading this. I've also gifted my kids with this wonderful reserve because they have their personal
children now.... THEREFORE I made just a little bookmark to cover the damaged corner. I am
certain the book is fantastic but it’s annoying to get one that’s damaged especially for a present-
day. All parents must have a copy. Five Stars Experienced several copies over the years. It's



great having the ability to understand what the child is encountering amidst the cooing, crying,
and adorable and crazy facial expressions. It proved ok in the end, thank goodness. Essentially, it
helps to comprehend that small children's minds don't work as ours perform, and what solutions
can be most effective during times of night terrors and such.. Interesting. Oldie but goodie A
vintage book that I've given to a few newish parents, hoping they'll appreciate it.
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